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Soccer team falls in Southern Conference tournament. Page 11
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Demonstration: alcohol ellects lelt early
by LLUNALY D. FRITZ
reporter

Participants in a r ecent
DUI demonstration realized
just how fast they are affected
by alcohol.
Police officials and local
participants joined Saturday
morning in an attempt to
prove that people are affected
by alcohol before they r each
the legal limit of 0.10 percent
Blood Alcohol Content and

WOWK-TV; and Jennifer
should not be driving.
The demonstration was pre- Wilson and Sean Hammers,
sented by the West Virginia assistant prosecuting attorState Police, the Marshall neys.
Before they began drinking
University Police, the City of
Huntington's Safe Traffic the participants drove a desOperations Program and ignated course to develop a
"normal" driving pattern and
BACCHUS.
The participants were Joye! time.
The participants then
Harless, a Marshall graduate
student; Amy Neal, a drivers drank controlled and meaeducation teacher at Hun- sured amounts of alcohol and
tington High School; Tim periodically blew the breatha-·
Pratt, a photographer for lyzer to determine their BAC.

After three beers, Pratt had
an 0.047 percent BAC and
drove the course again,
knocking over one cone.
"I would not be driving at
this point, I'll tel1 you that,"
Pratt said.
At the 0.085 percent BAC
level, after six beers, Pratt
drove again.
"I think I took out a few
cones. It's certain ly eye opening," .Pratt said.

Today, the campus is going
to be , visited by- some crazy
pirates. doing the cha-cha a·n d
singing opera as they unveil a
mysterious kidnapping in the
Marshall University Op- \
era Theatre production, -~
"Mystery on the Docks." i
According to Bruce S.
Rous, graduate assistant ·
of music at Marshall and
director of the production, \\
"Mystery on the Docks" is \\
part of the MU Opera \i
Theatre youth outreach \\
program.
\\
"Professor Linda Eikum- i\
Dobbs, professor of opera
at Marshall and producer of \i
the MU_Opera Theatre, knew
there was a need for more
arts education in the state,"
Rous said. "So, she started
presenting productions like
'Mystery on the Docks,' to
schools throughout the state."
Rous said the outreach pro-

h

Jon Rogers

Dennis Griffin, Huntington sophomore, enjoys the last of warm weather. Thursday.
Temperatures reached a high of 72 degrees before rain and this weekend's·cold temperatures and snow moved in.

Nu·rsing, health careers fair
to recruit students.,. alumni

I

gram h as been very successful.
"School systems a re very intrigued to h ave the opera productions come to the schools
to perform a nd do workshops," Rous said. "It helps
students see t hat opera is not
so scary."
•fn Rous
said
.·; "Mys te ry on the
Docks" has a lready been performed in Pa rkersburg for the West
Virginia Arts Educators Conference
and it was a hit.
"The production was · well
received and enjoyed by kids of
all ages," Rous
said. "Arts educators
from all over the state were at
the
conference
in
Parkersburg and loved the
production. Now the tour is
going to run clear into. next

see OPERA, page 5

Outside

by MICHELE L. McKNIGHT

opportun_ities available, current job listings,
and the types of opportunities available to stu- :
dents still in· school ·once they graduate," she •
Marshall's 1996 Nursing and Health said.
Careers Fair will take place from 10 a.m. to 2
Gallagher said the fair helps students
p.m. today in the Memorial Student Center "broaden their information base." She said it ·
Don Morris Room.
~
gives them a charice to talk with different
The fair is open. to all students and alumni employers without traveling and find out,
who are interested in receiving information about career opportunities of which they may
about opportunities in health-related fields . . not be aware.
Pre-registration is not required.
As of Nov. 1, 14 recruiters had signed up for
Patricia G. Gallagher, recruiting coordinator the fair, Gallagher said.
.·
for the Placement Services Center, said
Participants will include: Autism Services
recruiters will set up tables at the fair and Center, Our Lady of Bellefonte Hospital,
provide students with information packets Cabell Huntington Hospital, Charleston Area
and employment forms.
Medical Center, Columbia Putnam General
"Usually recruiters have a couple of repre- Hospital, Columbia Raleigh General Hospital,
sentatives from the nursing and other health Columbia Saint Francis Hospital, Glenmarkdepartments that will talk about the career
see FAIR, page 5
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Warming the bench
reporter
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see DUI, page 5

by ANGELA D. COPEN
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Scientists discover
clues in ancient site
GAINESVILLE, Fla. ( AP) -An ancient
village scientists are calfing a 10,000-year-old ·
underwater time capsule is providing clues
about how people survived the transition
from the Ice Age to today's modern climate.
The site on the Aucilla River in the Florida
Panhandle was sealed and preserved in
clay by a sudden flood, sai9 Brinnen
Carter, a University of Florida archaeologist and member of the excavation
team.
Th~ site appears to have
been a village by a pond
in which people lived
for a few generations
about 10,000 years ago.
"These people who
lived during this period had to adjust to
drastic differ ences in climate, animals and plant
life," Carter sa id.
·'Populations had to move, find ·
new sources of food and water and
make new living arrangements to
adapt to the far-reaching environmental changes."
Before temperatures warmed, causing the polar ice caps to melt, Florida's
landscape was much drier, resembling
the savannas of modern-day Africa.
Lower sea levels made the peninsula
nearly twice its present size.
The excavation team found that people
lived in concentrated numbers, providing
more evidence that humans from this time called the early Archaic P eriod ~ were less
nomadic than their hunting predecessors.
"Not only wer e these the earliest people to

Mel Gibson hit
lands top spot
at box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Mel
Gibson's star power propelled
"Ransom" to the top of the
weekend box office with $35
million in ticket sales.
The film about a father who
turns the tables on his son's
kidnappers pushed "Wilham
Shakespeare's Romeo &
Juliet" out of the top spot.
"Ransom " averaged more
than $13,000 p er screen ,
according to industry estimates Sunday.
"Romeo & Juliet" had $8.8
million in ticket sales. In
third place -with $8.5 million
was "Set It Off," starring
Queen Latifah.
Top 10 movies, with estimated gross were:
1. "Ran som," $35 million.
2. "Willia m Shakespeare's
Romeo & Juliet ," $8 .8 million.
3. "Set It Off," $8.5 million.
4. ·'S leepers," $3. 7 million .
5. "High School High," _$3.1
million .
6. "First Wives Club," $2. 15
million.
7. "Larger Than Life," $2.1
million .
8. "The Ghost and the
Darkness," $1.66 million .. .
9. "Dear God," $1.46 million.
10. "The Associate," $IA
miW0n.

see modern climates, but they were the first
not to rely heavily on mammoths and
mastodons," Carter said last week.
"Essentially, they were the first humans that
weren't big-game hunters."
The s ite was nearly 100 miles from
the coast 10,000 years ago, compared with five miles from the Gulf
of Mexico today. Scientists believe
the settlement was flooded
because artifacts were found in
clay.
Stone projectile
points, fire-cracked rock,
bone tools and wood fragments have been found,
showing that the PaleoIndians lived and worked
in the area, probably in
small groups.
"There has never been
such a collection of worked
wood dating so early," said Mark
Muniz, a University of Florida
anthropology researcher. "Many
pieces are pointed like tent stakes,
and one very large piece of
cypress was hollowed out like
one end of a canoe."
Also found were cutting
stones, hammer stones, an intact
hearth and flint modified into
points.
"The worked flint artifacts
are really important because they show
industrial capability," Carter said. "These
people were not only manufacturing the tools
they hunted with but also the tools they used
to produce other tools."

---------------------,
The Department of
is acc-epting
RESIDENCE SERVICES

applications for the position of

RESIDENT ADVISOR for SPRING 1997. Application Deadline is Nov. 15, 1996.
Minimum Qualifications: Full-time student status. 2.3
cumulative GPA. Sophomore or 2nd full-year in college:
Compensation includes: Free single room & 19 meal plan.
Small stipend. Valuable leadership skills.
Stop by the Department of Residence Services or the front
desk of any Residence Hall to pick up an application.

Page edited by Bill Lucas

ans Wieces
MEDFORD, Ore. (AP) - Talk about a penny-ante
crime.
A thief stole a $1,500 cache of pennies that a fifth-grade
class had been saving for two years.
The 19 students at the Waldorf School of the Rogue
Valley had filled seven or· eight, I-gallon jugs with pens
nies. The jugs were being stored at board member Bruce
Perry's White City home.
The pennies were pinched from a closet in Perry's
house, which had been left unlocked.
"It's just too odd," Perry said. "Too weird."
Sheriff's deputies notified local stores and banks of the
theft, thinking the thief probably could not have lugged
the pennies too far from the southwestern Oregon town.
Christine Leonard, a teacher at the private school, said
her students were trying to stockpile a million pennies as
part of a math lesson.
"This is a lesson that I didn't have planned," she said.
DETROIT, Ore. (AP) - A spooked hunter dialed 911
when he saw a severed.human head staring through the
window of an abandoned mining shed, a bullet piercing its
forehead.
The hunter didn't want to go any closer to the shed, for
fear he'd disturb the scene of a murder. .
Marion County Sheriff's deputy Larry Taylor drove for
miles up a rutted road Saturday, then trekked a half-mile
in the snow to r etrieve the head, deputy Tim Steele said.
He made it to the darkened shed and shone his flashlight on the head - of a mannequin.
And the bullet hole?
"There was a price sticker on the forehead," Steele said.

- - - - --- -- - - - - - SPECIAL SAVINGS CERTIFICATE

MU STUDENT SPECIAL

·$23 Set of New Nalls
$5 off 1st. fill in & FREE nail
piercing w/hoop. Save $28

R Show of 1-1,;iw.is

.

330 12TH STREET HUNTINGTON, WV
(304)522-7-489

Exp.11/23

Umll ona.., cuaeomer. Noc valid wiltt #1¥ _,-. offer.

- - - - - - - - - --LOOK
OUT!!.

THEY'RE
Now Hear This!
_Music and More

New Releases
Special Sale Prices!
• Snoop Doggy Dog
•Blind Melon
•Lil Kim
•Madonna
•Cowboy Junkis
•Dokken

COMING!!
_HOMECOMING!
THANKSGIVING! CHRISTMAS!
CHAMPIONSHIP PARTIES!

AND
YOU NEED

$$$$

We can ·Help!
Donate plasma and
earn $35 each week!
Over $250 by Christmas!
Come visit us in our new building!
Bigger & closer to campus

551 21st. St. 529-0028
PLUS: Be eligible to win
restaurant & grocery coupons
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Situation critical in Zaire

.

GOMA, Zaire (AP) - Small amounts of emergency
food and medicine trickled into this eastern Zairian
town Monday after a long delay at the Zaire-Rwanda
border. Fighting since September between Zairian
troops and ethnic Tutsis has uprooted more than 1.1
I
million Rwandan Hutu refugees.

l 'ffl -US
sPaiallJIDI
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Investigation ·widens briels
in ArmY sex scandal
BALTIMORE (AP) - An Army instructor
threatened to kill three trainees ~f they told
superior s he was having sex witJ:!i. them, the
Army said in releasing more. details of a
widening sex scandal at a t r aining center in
I
.
Maryland.
1 •
Staff Sgt. Delmar Simpson is charged with
raping three female ree:ruits and threat_e ning
them with death, according to ¥my documents detailing the criminal charges against
Simpson and four others.
:
"If anyone find s out about me :h aving sex
with you, I'll kill you," Simpson was quoted as
telling one of the _w omen during ~ confronta- .
tion on J uly 21. Simpson, a drill sergeant, also
grabbed a woman's hair and jerke~ her head
back after threatening her, said I the documents released Saturday.
'Tm going to knock your teeth out and get
away with it," Simpson told a trainee, the doc-·
uments said.
The ·A rmy has filed cr:iminal charges against
three men and administrative charges against
two more at the Army Ordnance ~enter in
Aberdeen. The men were suspended along
with 15 other instructors who were placed on

WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton says
Democrats and Republicans owe it to the American people to work together, but Senate GOP leader Trent Lott
makes clear that cooperation doesn't mean doing the
White House's bidding. .
Clinton, in an interview televised Sunday on ABC's
"This Week With David Brinkley," reiterated his postelection theme that Americans want the two parties to
stop t heir political feuding and seek common ground.

'"'.l..},

e still have a problem"

with sexual harassment.

The gender gap that assured
President Clinton's re-election varied widely from ·state
to state and sometimes was far smaller in races down
the ballot.
Clinton beat Republican challenger Bob Dole 54 percent to 38 percent among women , while among men Dole
got 44 percent and Clinton 43 percent. In oth er words,
the difference between Clinton a nd Dole was 17 points
greater among women than men - the gender gap.
NEW YORK (AP) -

- Gen. John Shalikashvili,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs
paid adminv,trative duty.
_ ·
"It's a great ,-great tragedy and our task now ·
is to ensure. that we find out exactly just how
widespread it is and bring to justice all those
who should be brought to justice," Gen. John
Shalikashvih, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, said Monday on AB.C"s "Good Morning
America." :
Acknowledging that "we still have a problem" with sexual harassment, the four-star
Army genetal said the services have made
great strides in ensuring that women are represented at all levels of command, a development he said would help combat h arassment.

DENVER (AP) - If the case against Oklahoma City
bombing suspects Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols
were a book, three-fourths of the pages would be blacked
out.
An Associated Press review of 1,000 documents filed in
the case between Feb. 20 and Sept. 5 found that 75 percent of the records have been at least partially sealed.
The sealed records have rekindled a debate over the
public's right to know versus a defendant's right to a fa ir
trial.
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BETTER
INGREDIENTS
BETTER
PIZZA

FAST FREE
DELIVERY

TO
MARSHALL!

{}eJfH,f'-/9 TM, fjd!:f! /1Zza/

.!!THIN CRUST!! .IS HERE
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. '·11 a.m. - 12:30 a.m. Fri. &.Sat. 11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m. Sunday Noon - 11 :30 p.m.

1525 9th Avenue
525-7222 '

BarbOu r.svi ll·e
736-7272
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA

1 LARGE

2 LARG E

1 ITEM PIZZA
+ BREADSTICKS
& 2 cans . Cok~, Sprite
or Diet Coke

$8.68
I-

L

$10.98

+TAX

Additional Toppings Extra
Not valid with any other offer

--------------

I
I
1 ITEM PIZZAS II
I
+BREADSTICKS
I
& 1 2 liter Coke, Diet Coke I
I
·or Sprite
I
I
I
+Tax
I
Additional Toppings Extra
I
Not valid with any other offe,r
.J
L

.J

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

LARGE
Reg. or Thin Crust

1 ITEM PIZZA

$5.99+Tax
Additional Toppings Extra
Not valid with any other offer
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I
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twas a sellout crowd, ·and it was loud. It

. was. nice and warm inside,._ and .our kids
enjoyed playing the game."
-

4

Thundering Herd football coach Bobby Pruett,
on defeating East Tenneessee State, 34-10
Page edited by Brian Hofmann
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VIEW
Another break
in fall semester
would help all
Two weeks from Wednesday, the university will take
its three-day Thanksgiving break.
Along with the following weekend, that's five days to
drive or fly home, gobble down turkey with the family,
watch football and hit all the post-Thanksgiving, preChristmas sales. Afterward, everybody treks back to
campus to finish up the fall semester.
What most people may not realize, however, is that
Thanksgiving break will be the first days off since Labor
· Day. Remember L·abor Day? It was what made the second week of classes just four days long. For that matter,
anybody remember what a four-day week is like? Right
now, one seems as peculiar as mid-November snow.
Faculty Se nate is looking into changing the university
calendar to allow for another fall break. It would occur
near Columbus Day - which falls on Oct. 14 but is usually observed on the nearest available Monday - and
be two days long, allowing for a four-day weekend . .
Another couple of days off seems like a good way to
prevent higher levels of mid-semester stress as well as
mid-November stress. But the people on Fac ulty
Senate's University Calendar Committee are having a
difficult time trying to replace those two days. The calendar is so tightly structured that finding two more days for
classes is difficult.
Caroline Perkins, associate professor of classical
studies, reported that in order to create a fall break,
either time would have to be trimmed off Thanksgiving
break, the end of the semester would have to be
pushed back, or both.
Two more days in October would be appreciated.
Then again, so would a whole week off at Thanksgiving,
but right now, that is not even being discussed. If a fall
break is to be created, it is something all on campus
likely would enjoy. It should not, however, be carved out
of days off now being used at Thanksgiving.
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depending on how you look at it, .
a little problem. The outfits that
the members wear during the
halftime show just do not cover
enough of the top of their bodies.
The problem first became evident when the crowd "oohed"
The Parthenon welcomes
and "aahed" when the majorettes
letters to the editor concernran on the field during halftime of
ing issues of interest to the
the first game. They were wearMarshall community. Letters
ing black pants with a red bra.
must be limited to 250 words,
The women could barely keep
typed, signed and include a
themselves in their tops. Being a
female, I was embarrassed when
phone number, hometown,
I saw the women running out on
class rank or other title verifithe
field because of the comcation. The Parthenon
ments
I heard: Also, when the
reserves the right to edit lettemperature drops, the
ters for potential libel or
majorettes become cold because
space. Longer guest columns
they don't have enough on to
also will be considered.
cover their bodies.
Since the outfits aren't appropriate,
they don't look good for
other ways to fund events without
the
school.
Some people like
wasting students' money. The
them (mostly males), but most
university should made a list of
think they are embarrassing.
the activities available in the regPolling the majorettes, I found
istration form so students could
out that they also don't care for
choose or at least know what
they are paying for. To make sure the outfits. They also stated that
they didn't have a choice; they
student~ take part only in the
had to wear what they are told. I
activities they pay for, they
spoke with many fans, and they
should receive an activities card
also
agreed that the outfits are a
that lists the activities they can
little
too
revealing. I can see
P._articipate i_n. The activities card
where
they
majorettes need to:
could sav.e money tor many stuwear
flashy
red outfits because·
dents, especially those who comthey
go
along
with the Spanish
mute.
routine that the band performs ..
;. -:. 1'
~:l
. ; St}aw.n Johnson The red in the outfits can stay,
,.._ · · West 1-f'amlin freshman but the small bra-like tops must
go. The women should compro:
mise and wear red body suits,
which will be revealing but also·
more appropriate. This solution
seems to be in everyone's best
interest.
Dear editor,

~-, ,rVIEW

Dear editor,
The activities fee is mostly a
ripoff for students who commute.
After going to class all day,
commuters who comprise the
majority at Marshall, have to ·
drive back home and study.
Because of commuters' limited
free time, taking part in activities
is usually out of the question.
. One example of how the activities fee is a waste is the Fitness
-Center. I do not know any commuters who use the Fitness
Center. After spending all day in
class, most commuters are ready
to go home. Commuters who live
several mlles from Huntington do
not want to remain here any
longer than required, including
my frien_ds and myse_lf. Another
example is the International Film
Festival, which I did not know
about until my English professor
mentioned it in class.
. The activities fee does have
some good points. The cost of
football tickets is included in the
fee, which guarantees a ticket to
the games. Students do not have
to worry about missing a game.
The money from the activities fee
not only helps to fund events, but
it also eliminates any problems
with students participating in
activities they have not paid for.
But while the activities fee may
provide money to fund events,
where is the money the school
makes from the extra $10 freshmen have to pay for a parking
permit? Where is the money the
school makes from parking tick!3ts? I think the school cou1d find

Majorettes need
better outfits

Marshall University's color
.guard-has a .big problem, or

Lawanna Finley
Milton freshman

Page edited by Kerri M. Barnhart
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Awareness or women's health •
is locus or this ·week's-events·
by LISA D. OSBURN
reporter

Women's Health Awareness Week will be
recognized Nov. 11-15 with several events
planned by the Women's Center.
''Women's Health Awareness Week gives us
an opportunity to look at our lives and explore
different ways to make our lives less str essful
and healthy by taking control of our options,"
Leah Tolliver, coordinator of the Women's planned massages and hopes that students
will take advantage of them.
Center said.
Also at 1 p.m., Bob Hall, founder 9f Learning
The week's events begin today with Melanie
Baker, a counselor in Student Development, to Live with Conflict, will have a pr,ogram
providing a workshop about stress. The work- about the field of conflict and will provide an
shop will be in Prichard Hall 143 at noon. The introduction to the process of building and
workshop's purpose is to provide an under- maintaining non-adversarial relatfonships.
Hall will present "Hands Off - Let's Talk" at
standing of stress ~nd ways to cope with it,
7:30 p.m. in the Memorial Student Center
Tolliver said.
·
Wednesday at noon iri PH 143, Brent Reed Alumni Lounge. This will focus on rethinking
of The New Earth Resource Center will be dis- traditional male and female roles.
Thursday, Joyel Harless, graduate assistant
cussing "Alternative Treatments to Traditional Medical Care." He will be joined at 1 p.m. for Health Education Pro·gram, will speak at
by specialists from River Cities Spa. They will · noon in PH 143 about coping with anger
"We are really excited about this week.
give free massages to the first 20 participants.
Dr. Donnalee Cockrille, dean of student There are a variety of topics women can
affairs, said that she is looking forward to the explore for h ealth options," Cockrille said.

OPERA
from page Of!e

spring. Everybody wants it to
come to their scho61."
According to Rous, students
become part of the MU Opera
Theatre productions by taking an opera class at Marshall in which t hey mainly
work on opera scen es and
incorporate them into their
productions. Now, they are
taking those productions
beyond campus limits.
"They have performed
througl)out the state, from
Logan to Wheeling," Rous
said. "The group goes out a
couple of times a month, usually performing at two schools
a day. During their visit, the
students not only perform,
but they conduct workshops
as well."
Rous said Eikum-Dobbs
chose "Mystery on the Docks"
because it offers something
for everyone, even thos~ who
don't enjoy opera.
"It is not a bunch of bellowing in a foreign language you
can't understand," Rous said.

mecetnher
1996
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

TTA INTRODUCES.~.
NIGHT BUS SERVICE·

"Our goal was to do something fun [that) people would
be able to enjoy whether they
were familiar with opera or
not."
Rous said this particular
production makes the whole
understanding of opera more
accessible and educational.
· -"It is more accessible because we- are actually bringing opera to the people and
they see opera can be fun," he
said .."It's educational because
we have taken meiodies from
a variety of famous operas
and simply put different
words to them."
"Mystery on the Docks" is a
30-minut'e light-opera, full of
sight gags, pirates who do the
cha-cha and a kidnapped
opera star.
Rous said the cast has
worked really hard on this
production and hopes the
audience will enjoy the show
as much as the cast has
enjoyed putting it together.
"Mystery on the Docks" will
be presented at 2 p.m. in the
Smith Recital Hall. Admission is free .

•

GOTO WORK

GET BACK HOME

FOR NIGHT ROUTE. & SCHEDULE

INFORMATION.·
CALL 529-7433

OR
529

RIDE

FAIR
from page one

Multicare, King's Daughters'
Medica l Center, St. Mary's
H ospital, Thomas Memorial
Hospital, U.S. Air For ce, U.S.
Army Health Care Recruiting
and U.S. Peace Corps.
Although Gallagher did not
have statistics indicating how
many students have found
jobs by attending the fair, she
said, "Recruiters say they
always find people they are
interested in. That's why they
come back year after year."
Gallagher said students
should bring their resumes to
the fair. Business attire is not
necessary, sh e said.
More information about the
fair is available by contacting
Gallagher at 696f-2371.

•
GO SHOPPING

5

DUI

/

from page one

Kendall said the educational campaign showed that people can get drunk at 0.08.
Wilson reached the 0.074
percent BAC level after four
beers and drove the course '
again, knocking over four
cones.
"I thought that there would
be-iio difference between 0.08
and 0.10 per cent, but now I
see the difference. And I
shouldn't be driving at 0.06,"
Wilson sa,i.d.
"If I'm drinking at all, I'm
not driving. I thought I could
get away with two beers, but
now I know it's not worth the
risk," Wilson said.
At 0.054 percent, Neal
drove the course hitting about
15 cones.
She said she gives her students her phone number
because she would rather be
awakened in the middle of the
night to give someone a ride
home than sign a guest registry at a funeral.
The participants were finished with the demonstration
once they reached the 0.08
percent BAC level

. ....
. . . ' , .. . ..

.. . .. . . .... ' .
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ObD • AN WiNTEH~
Even though it is. a little more than a month before t~.e official .onset of
winter, the arctic- like temperatures have already m~de their way to the
tri-$tate area . .During this winter's cold weather, you may want to think .
about protecting -one of the things that protects you, your car.
~

.

.

It's almost winter and many people
begin to think about snow tires and
chains, but what is the best tire for the
job?
Imagine owning a $30,000 4x4 extended cab truck, loaded with luxuries and
having the aroma of new leather in the
air. Then imagine wrapping it around a
pole in a wreck.
Despite the many luxuries people look
for when shopping for a vehicle; some ·
people may not realize the importance of
having good tires.
Rick Richardson, sales associa_
te at .
Bridgestone, said people need to con?id- er buying good tires, especially for sa_tety
during the winter. He said a good tire
can provide traction, easy handling and
ride comfort.
''The cheapest tires ru11 anywhere
from $40 to $45 apiece, installed," he
said. "You can go up to $200 or $300
apiece, installed, for some of the real
high performance tires."
Richardson said most of the tires
Bridgestone sells are all-season tires;
but the. store also sells snow tires.
One of the tires he recommends rs the
Blizzak.
Blizzak tires have a top layer of tread
that has a patented multicell tread compound containing· millions of mrcroscopic

pores. The pores cut through ice and
disperse the water away from the tire
and icy road surface, .not allowing an icy
buildup on the tire.
The Blizzak also provides thousands
of edges on its ragged tread design to
give an extra "bite" on snowy roads.
Once the tire wears down about halfway,
the remaining compound serves· as an
all-season radial.
·
But a good tire is not everything to a
tire purchase.
Jason L. Queen, customer service
consultant at Sears, said people also
need to get a good tire warranty with
their purchase.
"If you do a iot of driving look for a
high mileage warranty tire," he said. "We
"carry a Michelin six year, unlimited
mileage warranty tire that is for a _lot of
business commuters."
Queen said people also need to reali?'.e that a tire warranty can be voided by
not properly inflating the tires.
"If you do not keep proper inflation in
the tires, it wears down prematurely and
it usually is not covered under the warranty," he said .. .
Be careful, tho·ugh. Queen said pe·ople
· need to take the inflation of tires seriously for safety.
"If you under inflate the tire you won't

Having second thoughts
about your maj@r in

.

""('

'

get any type of handling'," he said. "If
y9u over inflate it you run the risk of
wrecking because of a blowout."
Some people try to head off an accident by putting chains on .their tires, •
allowing for more traction.'But, Queen
said people seeking traction for slick
conditions should not resort to using
chains, He said the chains can damage
a car's front-end parts, such as ball
joints and wheel bearings. Another
drawback, he said, is a tire with chains
will wear down more quickly than a tire ·
without chains.
Richardson agreed and ·noted only one ·
reason for chains.
··
"I would only recommend chains if you
were higher up in the mountains," he
,,aid. "Here, locally, in town and on the
interstate, I don't see where you'd need
it."
Even if people feel comfortable with
their tires or driving abilities, Richardson
said they need to get new tires if the
treads on their tires are close to being ·
orie-sixteenths high. He said anything
under that will not pass a state inspec- ·
tion.
Don't wait until the·snow starts falling .
to decide to buy snow tires .. Queen said
those•who do may have to wait in line.
He said Sears does not take appoint-

ments, but works on a first-come, firstserve basis.
"We are slammed on the first snowfall
and we are out of stock of tires quickly,"
Queen said.
Queen said Sears_will get re-stocked
in snow tires throughout the season, but
customers may want to call before venturing out for tires.
People wanting to shop for tires at
Bridgestone need to do so now.
Richardson said Bridgestone receives
one shipment of snow tires for the whole
season.
He said people waiting for snowflakes
may have to go elsewhere to find snow
tires.
"When weather starts to get bad
everybody will think about it at the same
time and start piling in," he said.
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Wipers normally .sell for about $10$15. If the windshield gets di,:ty, activat- •
ing the squirting water pump can prove
to be a mistake. Water can sometimes
freeze on a windshield.
To help combat the problem, look for
washer fluid. A large bottle will cost
about $3. , ,
·
,
If your car doesn't start you may want
to have a professional check your battery. If needing a new one, be sure it has
a high number of cranking amps . .
Simply put, the amps provide more
. power to the battery.
·
A good battery to shoot for would be
one that h.as about 1,000 amps.
Be sure to ask about the warranty.
Batteries normally sell for $30-$75.
Some places will even install the battery while you shop,. ·
Keeping jumper cables in the vehicle
might be a good idea too.
Even with a good battery, the bitter
cold can sometimes get the best of it.
The cables allow the battery to be
jump started by another running vehicle . .
Directions for how to jump. the battery ·
are
often found on the package of
"Once our snow tire stock is depleted
ne, firstcables.
we don't re-stock."
Cables can sell for $7-$25. Get cables
Tires are not the only thing needed for
I snowfall
that
can reach far. A good size to look
; quickly," · winter. Other items can serve to protect
for
would
be 16 feet to 20 feet.
the car an_d you as well.
Don't
forget
antifreeze. The fluid can
The carpet in a car can be ruined
-stocked
ptevent
a
freeze-up
fn the radiator.
1ason, but
quickly with the mud and ice. Clear vinyl
A
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for
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however. If left
Want to get a little fancy? Consider
open
and
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kill.
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tire
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handy
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Good windshield wipers are invaluable
These can plug into the cigarette
the whole when needing to drive through blowing
lighter
and pump up the tire.
snow.

1owflakes
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the same
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Some compressors also have lights and
a pressure gauge. These will cost
between $20 and $30
There are a host of little items such as
snowbrushes, snowb_
roorris and emer- ,
gency flares.
These sell for about $3-$6.
Oh yeah, and if you want the car to.
smell good get ·an air freshener.
Paying $2 is wortt;i the price if your car
smells like its age .._·
'
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'You've got a lot to gri!l about when you use AT&T or an
A'I&T Universal MasterCard®.Llke an A'I&T True Rewards®
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:
• Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes.
• "TCBY"®Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two.
• BIDCKBUSTER VIDEO®makes your third movie
free, when you rent two~
• Amtrak lets your companion tr;wel for 25% off.
But l;rµe Rewards is just one part of our special

Cl1eer up, at least

college package. Here are some more:

eae

yougetjree
11'1.te Rewards
from . . . .---.

. ~"luelndJ• ' .
~

.41111'1lbltdNet"
Senta:

.GS'lbha'8111
MlulaOwd.

To sign up for .the Al&T True Rewards®Program, call

1 800 654-0471

·,

7

.AT&T

Your True Choice
http://wwwan.com/college
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Dean says new name
just start of changes
by PATRICK VARAH
reporter

The renaming to Elizabeth
McDowell Lewis College of
Business was jus t .the first
step toward long-range vision
for the COB, according to
Dean · Dr. Calvin Kent.
In addition to the shortterm goals, such as accreditation and increased retention
of students, Kent said the
school has plans to expand on
services it provides to students.
"Some of our long-range
goals will deal with things
like distance learning," said
Kent, who explained distance
learning as a means of serving students who attend
classes off-campus.
''We intend to expand this
program in order to better
serve those who can't attend
classes on the main campus,"
said Kent. He a lso mentioned
a new emphasis to be implemented.
· "A major thrust in the next
couple of years will be a MBA
program with a rural health
care emphasis," said Kent,
who added that the program
emphasis will "consist with
our service area."
Kent said that an accounting emphasis in the MBA program will also be forthcoming.
"The accounting emphasis
will help those wanting to get
the hours necessary to oe eligible to take their professional exam," said Kent.
Several other initiatives
will be explored in the near
future.
''We want to put many more
of our courses on the Internet,
and generally do a lot with
technology," Kent said .

Personal Internet home pages
provide outletS for cl'eativity
by KERRY SIMMONS
SJP reporter
·

put many more of
our courses on
the Internet, and
generally do a lot
with technology."

-

Dr. Calvin Kent,
dean, Elizabeth
McDowell Lewis
College of Business

Imagine being able to
place personal information
on the Internet for millions
of people to view every day.
For many students this is a
reality.
Whether created for a
class assignment or for personal enjoyme.nt, many student home pages are available for viewing 24 hours a
day on the World Wide Web,
a univ.erse of online infor. mation on the Internet.
Many home pages are created solely to complete an
assignment, showing only
the student's name and email address. These pages
may be characterized as
'bare bones' home pages.
But some students take
the time to create interesting, entertaining p·ages that
reflect their lifestyles and
personalities.
Included on these pages
are self-portraits, as well as

pictures of friends, homes
and pets.
Colorful graphics and
backgrounds add life to several .home pages. Students
include favorite cartoon
characters and celebrities;
everyone from Mel Gibson
to Bugs Bunny.
Along with references to
Marshall, students include
information about fav'o rite
college and professional
· sports teams.
Links to other web sites
are also displayed on student home pages.
These links reflect interests and show what students think are worthwhile
site·s to visit, such as the ·
Disney World home page
and X Files home pages.
Students include their email addresses as a way to
receive comments and suggestions from viewers. By
creating a home page, students can learn HTML
(HyperText Markup Language) and publish a docu-

ment on
the Internet.
"Creating
a
home
page wasn 't difficult once
I learned the prelimi~aries,
which include being familiar with HTML, FTP protocol and a World Wide Web
browser," David Mc-Cloud,
freshman chemistry major,
said.
"Even though I had to
compose my web page for a
class, I am continuing to add
to it.
"I feel that creating a web
page allows students to
express themselves to a wide
range of people and share
their interests with people
from around the world."
Jan I. Fox, assistant vice
president: for information
t echnology, said, "The importance of the Personal
Web pages is their unique
unleashed personal flavor."

Another priority will be the
establishment of an entrepreneurship concentration within the school.
"Entrepreneur-ship is a
concept worth expanding on
in the school," Kent said.
He also said that the school
will continue to work with the
local community. "The mission statement for the school
says we will be a positive
impact on loca l business, so
we feel an obligation to do so,"
the
said Kent, who added that
programs that offer short
courses, seminars and workshops will be a priority for the
COB.
.
SPRING BREAK early special!
VERY NICE FOUR BR 2 bath
HOUSE FOR RENT 5 BR, 1
Kent said that the demand
Book early & Save $50! Bahama
house, 220710th Ave., W/0, furn.
bath. Utilities paid. Available
for · employee training ..and .
Party Cruise! 6 nights $279!
kitchen. $600+DD+util. Call
now. $1100/month + $500 DD.
maintenance will be a link
Includes all meals & parties! Great
Aaron 523-0312 or Iv. msg. Must
No waterbeds/pets. 523-5620."
between the local community
beaches & nightlife! Leaves Sun.
see to appreciate.
and the COB.
7 a.m. from Fort Lauderdale &
"The Center for Business
returns
Fri.
8
p.m.
631 5th St.. 2 or 3 BR house.
and Economic Research does
springbreaktravel.com 1-800New carpet, new heaters, new
ATHt.E'T'IC ATTITUDE Are you
studies and research projects
678-6386.
AJC $600/mo. Call 697-2890.
driven by being a member of a
that also helps the l9cal com- . .
winrnJng team~ Utiltze your . munity," Kent said.
·' ·; 320 5th Ave. 3 or 4 BR upstairs
talents With the #1 fastest ~ CANCUN & JAMAICA 7 nights
apt. 2 complete Iv. rooms, 2
growing comany In the nation.
A~r/Hotel _from $399! Panama
baths. New carpet, new .Serious1nqulresonly. 733-2304. ·, City! Boardwalkresort!$129! Best
.. ·.. ·
·. .
.. · location next to bars! Daytona
ha~dwood floors, very nicely ··
remodeled.
New
A/C
& central
FUN
MONEY
If
you
like
·Beach-Bestlocation$139!Cocoa
OPENING SOON
. heat. I provide W/0 pay water. · working with people & making
Beach Hilton $169! ~ook early
You pay elec. & garbage. $700/ above average income in a sales
an~ save $50! 1-800-678-6386
month. Call 697-2890.
environment. Call 733-4591.
spnnbreaktravel.com.

......... u........,

cIass ifieds

Partlfenon

&

LOGAN'S
ROADHOUSE
Steaks • Ribs • Spirits

VOTED: "ONE OF THE TOP TEN
RESTAURANTS IN THE U.S. "

NEAR RITTER PARK Effie. apt.

ASAP Need Income NOW?

$250/mo. + DD. Util pd. No pets.
Available now. Call 525-0978 &
leavemsg.

Environmental
company
expanding locally. Call 733-3587
for appt.

SERIOUS MALE roommat:e
needed to share furn. house 1

NO LA YOFF·s
Growing
company expanding into area.
$12/hr start. For application sect
self-addresses
stamepd
enveliope to: ResponseAmerica, 530 S. Monroe St.
Dept. 316, Monroe, Ml 48161

block from campus. Your share
$150/mo. + share of util. Call 1800-809-4562 or 523-1679.
2019 7th Avenue Three BR apt.
$350 per person. New apt. Very

Will be opening soon in

nice. Call 6!:)7-2890.

BARBOURSVILLE.

LON~STAA PROPERTIES

We offer our employees:
Fun. upbeat ·atmosphere
Flexible hours
Paid vacations

FOUR BA 452 5th Ave., $475'

Meal discounts
Stock purchase plan

Apply Mon-Fri 9am-6pm and

Sat 10-3 at 850 Mall Road
Ask for Dennis McNamara, GM. EOE M/F

Several apartments available.
Call 697-2890.

IF YOU picked up a black 3 ring
binder with organic notes in Old
Main, Mon. Nov. 4, please call

me. We have each others
month+ 00 + utll. Call 525-7643 ·

notebooks.304-743-4283

EARN MONEY and FREE
TRIPS! Individuals and groups
wanted to promote Spring Break!!
Call
INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013
or http://www.icpt.com.
NEED MONEY on Sunday? Then

we're open! Noon-6 pm. Gold and
Pawn Shop 1072 Adams Avenue.
We loan on ~nything of value.
Call 529-4411.
NATIONAL . PARK JOBS
Fon,stry workers, park rangers,
firefighters,
lifeguards, +
volunteer & govt. positions
available. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Over25,000 openings!
.For more Info. call: 1-206-9713620 ext N53483

evenings.
11131'111 Ave.1 BR, 1 bath apt.
Central heat, carpet. W/0. -No
pets. $350 + utilities + DD and
,..... Call 867-8040.

RESEARCH WORK or term
written by professional

paper9

llnrian. Fat and eftlcient. cal
814-532-5480 tor Info.

AFAA CERTIFIED Personal
Trainer now scheduling training
sessions for December 14, 1996
through Janua,y 12, 1997. 13
years training experience. In
home -sessions available.
Contact 733-4164.
Cl ASSIFIEDS

-3.148

EASTERN EUROPE JOBS
· Teach ·basic converaatlonal
Ef9lsh In Prague, Budapest, or
Krakow. No tNchlng certlflcate
orEuropeanlang1aages required.
Inexpensive Room & Board +
other benefits. For Info. cal (206)
971-3680 ext. K53462.

,,_ PARTHENON
MU STUDENT NEWSPAPER
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Criminal Justice :chapter recognized
by REBECCA MULLINS
reporter

Alpha Omega, Marshall's Law and
Enforcement (LAE) chapter, won several honors at a recent competition,
and captured the Sweepstakes Award
given for most points earned by chapter members.
"There were about 114 people there,"
Dr. Samuel L. Dameron, criminal justice professor and department chairman, said. "I think overall the competition went well."
The competition was divided into categories including Crime Scene Investigation, Written Tests, Firearms, and
Physical Agility. Marshall r epresentatives took one first place, and two second places in the professional level,
five first places, one second place, and
four third places in the upper level,
and three first places, three second
places, and three third places in the
lower level.
On the Criminal Law Test, Bryon
Hoskins placed first in the lower level,
while Vanessa Rowe placed first in the

females 25 years and under, and Rowe
placed second in females 26 to 35 year s.
In the Crime Scene Investigation
Team Competition, Adam Knapp; Rolston, and Rowe placed .first in the
upper level, and Tharp, Kenneth
upper level. In the Police Management Stafford, and Holcomb placed second
and Organization Test, Hoskins placed in the professional level.
first in the lower level, Julie Smith
In the Firearms Team Competition,
placed third in the upper level, and Hoskins, Jamie Carter, and McCormick
Eric Rolston took first place in the placed third, and J-ason Griffith, J.R.
upper level. In the Corrections Test, Keener, and Ted Hoover placed second
Hoskins placed second in the lower in the lower level. Adam Knapp,
level, and Rolston placed first in the Rolston, and Marsha Jones placed third
upper level.
in the upper level. Tharp, Kenneth
In the Juvenile Justice Test, Hoskins Stafford, and Holcomb placed second,
placed third in the lower level, Rolston and Mike Templeton, N arda Boggs, and
placed third in the upper level, and Dub Osborne placed first in the profesAnthony Tharp placed first in the upper sional level.
level. In the LAE Knowfedge Test,
In the Firearms Individual ComThomas McCormick placed third in the · petition, Hoover placed third, and
upper level. In the Physical Agility, Hoskins placed first in the lower level.
Frank Holcomb placed third in males Anthony Burch placed second in the
25 years and under, Anthony Bureh upper level, and Travis Shannon
placed second and 'Tony Mancini placed placed first in the professional level.
first in the males 26 to 35 years. Bill
The competition was Oct. 25 through
Boyle placed second in males 36 years Oct. 26 at the Radisson Hotel in
and older. Jodi Shaw placed first in Huntington. ·

In celebration of 35 years as
West Virginia's first public radio station.
WMUL-FM 88.1 MHz presents

''AIRCHECK--TUESDAYS''
AWARD WINNING PROGRAMMING
every TUESDAY from the progressive FM's past with a vision of
the future on the Student Broadcast Service of Marshall University.

The Tradition Continues!!!!

"_Full Patch: The Story of A.R.M.*"
(ltAssociation of Recovering Motorcyclists)
, -C-..

Written & Produced by
Mark Diiorio, Huntington, WV
Originally broadcast on "AIRCHECK"

YEAR

Tuesday, April 13, 1993

AWARD

PLACE

1993

WEST VIRGINIA AP BROADCASTERS CONTEST
BEST PUBLIC AFFAIRS

1993

MARCONI 2nd ANNUAL COLLEGE RADIOAWARDs·
OUTSTANDING DOCUMENTARY

FIRST PLACE

1993

COLLEGE MEDIAADVISERS COLLEGE RADIO AWARDS
BEST SPECIAL PROGRAM

FIRST PLACE

1993

COLLEGE MEDIA ADVISERS COLLEGE RADIO AWARDS
BEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTION

1993

PUBLIC AFFAIRS/MAGAZINE SHOW AWARD·

FIRST
PLACE

MERIT
AWARD
FINALIST
AWARD

Presented by The National Association of College Broadcasters
1994

?.

1994

. FIRST
PLACE

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL,JOURNALISTS MARK OF
EXCELLENCE REGIONAL COMPETITION
RADIO IN-DEPTH REPORTING .

-', '.

~:

'

• I

inALPHA EPSILON ARO NATlbNAl STUDENT
' , PRODUCTION,AWAi;;t(?S · AU_DIO pQCUMENTARY

.

~

.

~RAND
, PRIZE

,I

1994

ALPHA EPSILON AHO NATIONAL STUDENT
SCRIPTWITING AWARDS AUDIO DOCUMENTARY

HONORABLE
~- . MENTION

TO'NI.G HT at 7:0.0 p.m.
exclusive! on WMUL-FM 88.1
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New center lor ·
women's health
ollers services
by CARLEY McCULLOUGH
repolter

One stop sh opping is the
goal of a new women's health
center sponsored by the university and Cabell Huntington Hospital, said Dr. Linda
Savory, family practitioner at
_the center.
The women's health center,
which opened last we.e k, has
not yet been named and
focuses mainly on women's
health and primary care, said
Beverly McCoy, director of
public relations in the medical school.
Plans for full development
of the center, which include
med_ical and occupational
support systems, will be completed over the next few
years.
"We are making wonderful
strides right now," Savory
said.
The center will soon feature
physicians from several fields
including dermatology and
cardiology.
Savory said offering a
diverse group of practitioners
helps busy women r eceive
proper care in one visit.
She said women's full
schedules often prevent them
from following through on
physicians' recommendations
to see specialists or have
additional testing.
Other elements of the center include support groups, a
licensed certified social worker, an information center with
online services, and an information trading post women
may contribute to, and borrow from, a collection of literature and personal accounts
about medical experiences.
Savory said services beyond
the field of health care will
also be offered.
The center- will serve as a
"point of departure" in helping women who a re pursuing
careers by introducing them
to professionals in various
fields as well as linking them
to other support systems
throughout the community, ·
Savory said.
Savory said there . will be
extensive support for women
facing lifestyle changes such
as divorce and parenthood.
· Savory said sometimes women upon getting divorced or
facing the death of a spouse
find that they have difficulties dealing with finances and
other matters.
She said the women's
health center will provide services giving women "the abili...ty to be independent."
Savory said the health center, which is located at 1623
13th Ave., will be connected
with · women's services on
campus because they share
· the goal of well-being for
women.

Herd sweeps honors

:;

-o-..

Thundering Herd football players swept the
Southern Conference players of the week
· _a~rds announced Monday. Quarterback
' ....~ficiress~r. lef!, is offensive player of the
~_;~eek-.~ lly,Lyo'n, middle, is top defensive
play~r. and Randy Moss is top freshman .

-r -. ..
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One ·test remains
for 11-0 season
..

.

.

What is a paladin? Webster's
Dictionary defines i_t as "a
knight; a heroic champion."
OK. Why purple?
The fact is, it really doesn't
matter, because the Furman
Paladins have the third best
record in the Southern
Conference, and they a re the
only thing standing in the
way of the Thundering Herd
football t eam 's try for an
undefeated regular season .
Coach Bobby Pruett said
this obstacle is nothing to-be
overlooked.
·
"Furman is . a nationally
ranked team," h~ - ·s~1d.
"They're second hl'the conference in. offense an~ defense,
': ·.and they're .a solid team."
· The Paladins face the H!:)rd
,at 1 p.m. Saturday at Mars hall Stadium. They're looking
to put a stop to MU's 10-game
winning streak.
And they're bringing a
great quarterback with them.
Pruett said Furman QB
Braniff Bonaventure broke a
record last week for pass
attempts without an interception in the Paladins 21-14 victory against Georgia Southern.
Furman's offense averages
173 passing yards a game this
season. And although the Paladins aver-age 170 yards a game
on the ground, their attack has
been not been balanced.
In a win against South
Carolina State, Fu.rman ran
for an unheard-of 355 yards,
but the air ~ttack produced
· only 76. Its next game, against
Wofford, the Paladins gained
; only 96 yards on the ground.
· Which team will show up?
The way the Herd defense
has been playing, either
attack could be neutralized.
Opponents have gained an
average of 140 rushing yards
.per game, compared to MU's

...

INSIVH

220. And the passing attack is
gathering an average of 69
yards more than all opponents this season.
Last Saturday's 34-10 victory aga~nst East Tennessee\
State ,· I) the "mini-dome"' ·
allowed I the Herd to escape the, ·
recent cold chill that has .
grippeJ this part of the nation. '
Prue~t said he thought the
atmosphere in the dome was ,;
a nice change of pace.
"It was a sellout crowd, and it
,
.
.
was loud," he said. "It was nice
· · · •
·
·
and w*m inside, and our kids ~ . . .
..
.\': . '
'
.
Brett Hall
enjoye4 playing the game."
l Thundering:Herd ta{lback Erik Thomas, right, runs into Major Bristol of East Tennessee State
Now !ithe Herd will return to .; and teal;limate Jason-Wellman Saturday in Johnson City, Tenn. Marshall won, 34-10.
the great outdoors to face the .---=-·:.._'_ _ _ _ __._~_ _:_-,·~ - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - -1
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Pl'l!ett said, "You never know
- .
how good of a football team you
have. I , knew we had a good
team, but I also knew there
were a lot. of teams that could
chall~nge us. You just have to
have 11 one-game seasons."
The regular season test is
almost over, but there is one
last challenge.
What exactly is a Purple
Paladin?
That question is one of no
importance to the Herd.
Whatever they are, they're
bringing their 7-2 record and
heading this way.
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ATTENTJQN STUDENTS
Earn $4.75 PER HOUR
Join us for the

ANNUAL MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

-''PHONE-A-THON''
.._-.......

Talk with Marshall Alumni around the country
asking for their support t~ strengthen our academic
programs and increase scholarship opportunities.
For more information, contact

ANN HOLLEY
at 320 Old Main
or call 696-6441
by December 18, 1996.

There is no pre-regis

Co

·th recruiters from
cilities. ·
·.:- refreshments will be served!

Herd men top Team Reebok
· The Thundering Herd men's basketball team defeated
Team Reebok, 90-68, Saturday at Cam Henderson
Center. John Brannen, left, and Keith Veney both scored
24 points to pace Marshall. The exhibition game marked
-lhe debut for first-year coach Greg White.
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MU bows -in semis
of .soccer tourney

Women win .exhibition

by ROBERT McCUNE
reporter

Right up until the last
minute, the Thundering Herd
soccer team kept thundering
and never quit.
Marshall's young squad,
· accompanied by its few experienced seniors, exited the
Southern Conference Tournament in Greenville, S.C., Saturday with a 2-0 loss to Georgia
Southern in the semifinals.
In the fir~t round of competition Friday, the Herd defeated . No. 7 Citadel, 2-1. MU
junior defender Claude Hunt
was named to the AllTournament Team.
Coach Bob Gray compared
this season to a roller coaster.
"Our strength lied in the
balance and depth of our
team and a contribution from
everyone. I'd like to honor the
seniors, Jon True, Carl
Capellas and Rob Risley, for
their commitment to the program," Gray said.
"It has been a roller coaster
four years for them and I am
sure that they are disappointed in the result Saturday, but
I think they will look back and
have fond memories of Marshall soccer, where they were
and where they finished."
Third seed GSU scored one
Missy Young
goal in each half of play to
Keri Simmons of the Thundering Herd women's basketball team takes control of the
shut out the Herd 2-0.
jump ball against the Kentucky Crusaders Friday at Cam Henderson Center. The Herd
"We were down 1-0 at the
won, 97-68, in its first exhibition game of the season. Kristina Behnfeldt scored 19
half. We came out strong and
points to lead all scorers while Simmons grabbed 10 rebounds.
confident in the second half
and' attacked, but we couldn't
find the net," Gray said.
MU outshot Georgia Southern, 11-7, but failed to put one
in the net. GSU's Jason Russell
WASHINGTON (AP)
own recognizance and a Dec. know thiJ.t I'm not perfect."
scored an unassisted goal 17
Juwan Howard was arrested 6 court date was set.
Bullets general manager minutes into the game. The
early Monday, charged with
"This is truly a big embar- Wes Unseld said Howard was second goal came 36 minutes
drunken driving after his 1995 rassment for me personally and "deeply affected and hurt" by later in the second half off an
Mercedes was spotted speed- for my family and also for the the incident.
assist from Jeremy McClure.
ing down a Washington street. Bullets organization," Howard
"I think we will accept Tim Blom got the goal.
The Washington Bullets said after practice Monday at Juwan's statement that he
"I was disappointed. I wantforward had just left a night- Bowie State University.
made a mistake and let him ed-a second chance at Furman
club when the arrest was
Howard said he understood go on," Unseld said.
and we didn't get it. However,
made at 3:45 a.m ., said that "we all have to follow
Howard is known for his I think that if we look back in
District, of Columbia police rules and regulations," adding charitable work around the a week or two we can be
spokesman Sgt. Joe Gentile. that he would continue to be Washington area in his two proud of all that we accomHoward was released on his himself and "let everyone years with the Bullets.
' plished," Gray said ..

Bullet's Howard arrested, for DUI

1505 4th Ave.
697-2222
New Hour,

AND SPORTS BAR .

Monday - Friday 4 p.m. • ?
Saturday
Noon - ?
:·s ~ y
12:30p.m.-?

,_

S ec.ia\s

,:u~su~s J1G\\,:t~L~u1, snoot ftee
LaaieS \tt\rott
1,.7S
Happy Hour Dai_ly 4 - 8
•Free Sand Volleyball Court

$2.25

per game per person

SPECIAL Thursday Night 9 p.m. - close $1. 7 5
Sunday 5 p.m. - mid.
per game
626 West 5th Street Huntington 697-7:100 ·

fond memories of
Marshall soccer,
where they were
and where they
finished."

-Bob Gray
soccer coach
on senior players
In its first match against
The Citadel, the Herd scor~d
with 1:21 left in regulation to
win the game. The goal came
after sophomore Ian Leggat
powered a shot from the right
side of the box.
Marshall's first goal came in
the first 20 minutes of the
game.
Sophomore
Keith
Dumas missed a shot, but
Bulldog goalkeeper Robert
Fluhr's deflection was chipped
in by sophomore Stephen Toth.
"We played very poorly
against The Citadel, not to take
anything away from them .
They were a very inspired
team," Gray said. "Going into
the match we said that we we·r e
not looking past them, but I'm
sure that we were. We had
beaten them so badly earlier
that we took them for granted.
Consequently, it was a lot
tougher match than it should
have been."
Eisley, Capellas and True
played their final game
against Georgia Southern.
Capellas said, "Looking
back over the four years, there
has been a great improvement
in the quality of the team, the
players, the playing surface
and the schedule. After this
year, I can say that l was on
the best team that Marshall
has had in a while.
"We didn't accomplish our
final goal, but we did accomplish a lot of things this season."
Risley said, "Later on in the
year, when. we look back at
the season, I am sure that we
will be happy with it. I feel
that we should have finished
better. This is definitely the
best season since I have been
here. It really shows promise
for the future."
CASH FOR HOMEOWNERS
CREDIT PROBLEMS UNDERSTOOD
No Application FM
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P.R.O.W.L. meeting, 9:15 p.m ., CCC
College Republicans, 9 p.m., Marco's

Women's Center, "Coping with Stress," noon,
MSC
"Mystery on the Docks," light opera, 2 p.m.,
Smith Recita l Hall
P.R.O.W.L meeting, 9:15 p.m. CCC

Jfrit~

Tut:A,;

Women's Center, "Alternative Treatments to
Medical Care,"· PH 143, noon; "Women and
Holistic Health," PH 143, 1 p.m.; "Learning to
Live with Conflict," MS.C Alumni Lounge, 1-3 p.m.,
MSC Don Morris Room, 8 p.m.; "Hands Off Let's Talk," MSC Alumni Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Outdoor Adventure Club, 3 p.m., MSC 2W10
College Republicans, 9 p.m., Marco's
S.O.A.R. meeting, 9:15 p.m.; Erikson Alumni
Center
Cam.pus Entertainment Unlimited, "Last
Tango in Paris," 9:15 p.m., Marco's
Percussion concert, 8 p.m., Smith Recital Hall

rl!

we&"n,\· ily

Keep students, faculty and staff informed
of your events, send information, including date, lime, place and organization, to
the Parthenon, 311 Smith Hall, or call
696-6696, by noon, Mondays.

Concert, L. Welch with guitarist Rod Stuckey, 8
p.m. Smith Recital Hall

Volleyball game, vs. UT-Chattanooga, 7 p.m.
Newman Center, mini-retreat, 6:30 p.m .

Jazz Ensemble, 8 p.m., Smith Recital H all
Campus Entertainment Unlimited, "Fresh ,"
9:15 p.m., Marco's

Football game, vs. Furman, 1 p.m.
S ports Fair, 6 -11 p.m., Huntington Civic Atena
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Choral Union Concert, 8 p.m., Smith Recital
Ha ll

Volleyball game, vs. Western Carolina, 1 p.m.
Senior recital, K. Evans, 4 p.m., Smith Recital
Hall
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HALL STUDENT I.D. POINT SYSTEM. CALL 522-6661 FOR DETAILS

DON1 HAVE CASH - PAY FOR YOUR PIZZA ON

1996~1997 COktEGE SPECIALS
(DQRMS ONLY)
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